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Hazelet; and Benjamin Blackford, Jr., executors of the 
estate of Clarence W. Hazelett, deceased, assigners to 
Hazelett Strip-Casting Corporation, a corporation of 
Delaware 

Application December 27, 1955, Serial No. 555,445 
33 Claims. (CI. 22-57.4) 

This invention relates to machines and processes for 
casting metal strip directly from molten metal. 
The invention is described as embodied in the struc 

ture and operation of a mill in which molten metal is 
fed from a supply zone into the region between two 
spaced substantially planer surfaces moving together in 
a direction away from the supply Zone and which define 
the upper and lower surfaces of the metal strip being 
molded. These surfaces can be formed conveniently 
by two endless metal belts mounted on suitably spaced 
pulleys. These metal bands are cooled by water or other 
means so that a continuous strip of solidified metal is 
delivered from the machine. 

Machines of this general type had been constructed 
prior to the present invention, and it is the purpose of 
this invention to provide further improvements in such 
machines to the end that they may find extensive com 
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mercial application for the economical high-speed cast 
ing of metal strip of high quality. 
The various features, aspects, and advantages of this 

invention will in part be pointed out in and in part ap 
parent from the following description of a strip casting 
mill incorporating the invention, considered in connec: 
tion with the accompanying drawings, in which: 

Figure 1 is a simplified perspective view of the strip 
casting machine; 

Figure 2 is an elevational view with certain parts cut 
away; 

Figure 3 is a partial sectional view taken along line 
3 -3 of Figure 2 with certain parts omitted and others 
cut away in order to clarify the illustration; 

Figure 4 is a simplified perspective view of the rear 
portion of the machine showing the water feed arrange 
ment and the mechanism for supporting and lifting the 
upper band assembly; 

Figure 5 is a partial perspective view of the upper band 
assembly with parts cut away to show the construction 
of the back-up rollers, the arrangement of orifices for 
supplying coolant to the band, and the deflectors for 
removing the excess of coolant from the surface of the 
band; 

Figure 6 is a simplified perspective and schematic re 
presentation of one of the belt guiding and tensioning 
mechanisms; 

Figure 7 is a partial perspective view showing the ar 
rangement of fixed and moving dans forming the sides of 
the molten metal pool feeding into the casting region; 

Figure 8 is a perspective view of the spreader for Sup 
plying molten metal to the mill; and 

Figure 9 is a partial perspective view showing the 
construction of one of the moving dams. 

in this example, the molten metal is Supplied from a 
pouring box or ladle 2 (Figures 1 and 2) which feeds 
the molten metal to the mill through an outlet 4 in the 
bottom. The rate at which metal is supplied to the 
machine is controlled by the operator of the machine 
by means of a conventional stopper 6 which is con 
nected by a vertical rod 8 to a control lever 10 pivoted 
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at 12. This arrangement permits pouring the metal 
from the bottom of the lade 2 so that particles of slag 
and oxidized metal will not be carried into the mill with 
the molten metal. . . . 
The molten metal from the ladle 2 is formed into a 

pool or bath B from which it is carried into the casting 
region formed between upper and lower endless metal 
bands A4 and Sé, respectively. These bands are Sup 
ported and driven by upper and lower band assemblies, 
'generally indicated at U and L, respectively. These two 
bands are driven at the same linear speed and move in 
the same direction away from the molten bath B. 
Throughout the casting region, the metal bands form 
substantially planar, uniformly-spaced surfaces between 
which the metal is permitted to solidify, without pres 
sure, so that a continuous solid strip of metal is de 
livered from the casting region. 

In order to insure uniform delivery of the metal to 
the casting region and to prevent turbulence in the molten 
metal, the metal is distributed across the width of the 
bands i4 and 26 by a spreader 28 positioned to receive 
the metal from the ladle 2. The bottom opening of the 
outlet "4 is positioned as near as possible to the surface 
of the spreader 8 that supplies the casing region of the 
machine to avoid trapping any air in the molten stream 
and which might be carried into the finished product. 
As best shown in Figure 8, the spreader is formed like 
a metal trough having diverging tapered sides 20 and 22. 
The spreader converges in a vertical plane and diverges 
in the horizontal plane so that the flow of metal is 
directed to the full width of the strip being cast. The 
spreader 8 is positioned with a forward slope so that 
as the molten metal flows toward the casting region 
between the bands 14 and 16, it is formed into a rela 
tively quiet pool which feeds into the casting region. 
In order to assist in this lateral flow and prevent turbulence 
in the metal, the bottorn 24 of the spreader 18 is provided 
with a non-uniform or roughened surface having either 
grooves or ridges arranged to provide lateral deflection 
of the metal. For example, a preferred arrangement is 
shown in Figure 8 in which the bottom 24 is scored with 
spaced grooves 26 constituting two sets of parallel grooves 
extending at angles of about 45 degrees with respect to 
the longitudinal axis of the spreader 8, the two sets of 
grooves intersecting approximately at right angles. 

In order to further control the distribution of metal 
in the distributor 18, a metal flapper 28 having diverging 
edges arranged to fit closely inside the side walls 20 and 
22 is pivotally mounted at 30. The molten metal enters 
the distributor 8 in the direction shown by the arrow 
32 in Figure 8 building a slight head of molten metal 
back of the flapper plate 28 causing it to pivot upwardly 
and permit a flat stream of metal to issue from beneath 
it and flow into the molten bath. This flapper plate 
serves to slow the metal and to distribute it laterally 
into a flat stream independently of the rate at which metal 
is being fed into the mill. In addition, the flapper 28 
acts as a skimmer and accumulates the surface dross 
back of the flapper. During the entire casting operation, 
the flapper 28 remains below the level of the sides 20 
and 22, but at the end of the run, the flapper can be 
swung upwardly permitting easy removal of any accumu 
lated metal and dross. The distributor 18 can be made 
of any metal of sufficient temperature resistance or it 
may be lined with high temperature refractory material. 

Such a distributing means or its equivalent is impor 
tant in mills of this type because the large tonnage ca 
pacity make it necessary to supply large quantities of 
molten metal at low linear velocities. Higher velocities 
would result in excessive turbulence in the bath B caus 
ing undesirable surface conditions in the cast strip. 
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Moreover, if the incoming stream of metal is not suffi 
ciently spread out and directed substantially to the width 
of the strip to be cast, eddies will form in the molten 
metal bath causing the circulating metal to become cooler 
at the center of the eddies which may result in segrega 
tion of an alloy. Such cooler areas of metal may create 
vertical pressure in the casting region and cause burning 
of the bands. 
The molten metal collects in a pool in the general 

area indicated at the letter B in Figures 1 and 2. This 
metal is carried by the band 16 (Figure 2) which moves 
in the direction indicated by the arrow 34 into the cast 
ing region between the belts 14 and 16, the belt 14 being 
arranged to move in the same direction, as indicated by 
the arrow 36, through the casting region. The bands 14 
and 6 are formed of light-weight sheet metal, for ex 
ample steel or other suitably flexible and heat-resistant 
metal. In order to minimize excessive heating and warp 
ing of the bands, it is desirable that their surfaces adja 
cent the metal being cast have a thin coating of heat 
insulating material. One of the simplest and most prac 
tical methods providing this insulation is to coat the 
bands with a layer of lamp black by exposing the sur 
faces of the bands, as well as other members which come 
into contact with the hot metal, to a smoky flame while 
the bands are running in the mill. Other methods of 
reducing the flow of heat from the metal to the bands 
include treating the bands with phosphate or surface ma 
terials, as for example the commercial bonderizing proc 
ess; anodizing the metal surfaces of the bands; or spray 
ing or otherwise applying a coating of refractory oxides 
(such as zirconium or aluminum oxides) or metal hy 
drides. Alternatively, the surfaces of the bands can be 
roughened, by sand blasting or other means, to form 
small pockets of air which is expanded by the hot metal 
to form an insulating gas film. The surfaces of the mem 
bers in contact with the hot metal can be coated also 
with silicones, oils, or other materials which will produce 
a gaseous film when heated by the hot metal. Such 
surface conditions are not always essential to good op 
eration, but become increasingly important when metals 
of higher melting points are being cast. This limited 
insulation provides control over the rate of heat transfer 
and reduces the amount of water required to cool the 
bands sufficiently to prevent burning or warping. More 
over, it permits casting at slower speeds when this is 
desirable. The contact between the hot metal and the 
lower band is more intimate than with the upper band, 
and it is at times desirable to provide more surface in 
sulation, for example by a heavier insulating coating, on 
the lower band than on the upper. 

In order to retain the molten metal in the area be 
tween the bands and to prevent the pool B from spilling 
over the sides, a combination of moving and stationary 
dams is provided. A moving dam 37 is formed of flex 
ible heat-resistant material of a thickness corresponding 
to the thickness of the metal to be cast. The moving 
dam 37 is in the form of an endless belt of slightly 
greater length than the band 16 and is arranged to ride 
on the upper surface of this band through the casting 
region. A similar moving dam, indicated at 38 in 
Figure 3, is spaced laterally from the moving dam 37 
and operates in the same manner. These two moving 
dams pass continuously through the casting region in 
close engagement with the upper band 14 and lower band 
16 and provide side seals which confine the metal to the 
exact width desired. These moving dams may be con 
structed, for example by blocks of metal or porous re 
fractory material strung on a cable or flexible wire, or 
they may be formed of such blocks secured to or con 
nected together by chain links. A preferred method of 
construction is illustrated in Figure 9. Blocks 42, of 
metal or refractory material, are provided with slots 44 
through which is passed a flexible metal strip 46. After 
the blocks 42 have been placed on the strip 46 it is welded 
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into a continuous strip to form a dam such as that illus 
trated in Figure 2. 
These moving dams 37 and 38 extend also along the 

sides of the molten pool B and there serve to maintain 
the sides of the pool and at the same time provide con 
tinuous movement along the sides of the pool so as to 
prevent excessive accumulation of metal around the edges 
prior to the time the metal enters the casting region. 

However, the depth of the pool B preferably is greater 
than the thickness of the strip being cast and therefore 
a pair of stationary dams 48 and 50 (Figure 1), asso 
ciated respectively with the moving bands 37 and 38, 
provide additional height on the sides of the molten pool 
B and form a seal where the molten metal enters the 
casting region. These stationary dams also serve as 
guides for maintaining the moving dams 37 and 38 in 
the proper positions. The construction of one of the 
stationary dams is shown in Figure 7. The dam 50 is 
formed of a metal block having a longitudinal groove 
along the bottom through which the moving dam passes. 
At least, on the inner side of the dam the side wall does 
not completely cover the moving dam 38 so that the 
lower portion of the moving dam is exposed to the molten 
metal, thereby preventing undesirable accumulation of 
the metal along the edges. A cooling means for the sta 
tionary dam may be provided, for example by inlet and 
outlet pipes 51 and 52 connected by a passageway 54 
within the stationary dam 50. In order to provide a 
seal between the stationary dam 50 and the upper mov 
ing band 14, the leading edge of the stationary dam is 
tapered, as indicated at 56, and this taper closely con 
forms to the surface of the band 14 immediately adja 
cent the entrance to the casting region. 
One of the advantages of the present mill is the ease 

with which it can be adjusted to produce strips of different 
widths. For this reason the stationary dams 48 and 50 
which maintain and control the position of the moving 
dams 37 and 38 are arranged to permit ready adjustment 
of their positions both laterally and longitudinally. Each 
of the same 48 and 50 is connected by a rod 58 to a split 
collar 62 (as shown in Figures 1 and 2) which is slidable 
on a rod 64 supported in fixed position by a pair of 
frame members 66. The end portion of the rod 58 is 
threaded so that the longitudinal position of the fixed 
dam can be adjusted by means of two nuts 68 and 70 
on either side of the split collar 62. When the nuts 68 
are loosened the collars 62 can be slid laterally along 
the rod 64 to adjust the stationary dams, and thus the 
moving dams, to obtain the desired width of metal strip. 
As best shown in Figure 3, the moving dams 37 and 38 
preferably are positioned along areas between the ridges 
78 and 82 of the back-up rollers so that the flexibility 
of the metal bands 14 and 16 permits a good fit between 
the moving bands and the dams. 

In order to support the lower metal band 16 in the 
casting region, a series of parallel back-up rollers 72 
(Figures 2 and 3) is positioned immediately below the 
metal band 6. These rollers extend crosswise of the 
band and are distributed in spaced parallel relationship 
throughout the casting region. The number of rollers 
will depend upon the size of the casting mill and is not 
critical so long as enough rollers are provided to give 
effective Support to the band 16 and maintain its surface 
Substantially planar throughout the region where the 
metal is being shaped. The rollers 72 are supported in 
end bearings 74 in frame members 76. 

In order to cool the metal band 16, its under surface 
is continually flushed with large quantities of water. To 
permit this water to cover substantially the entire area 
of the band that is in contact with the hot metal, the 
rollers 72 (Figure 3) are provided with spaced peripheral 
ridges 78. These raised areas or ridges are the only por 
tions of the rollers that engage the band 6 so that water 
can be sprayed lengthwise along the band E6 without de 
veloping hot spots between the rollers and the band. 
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The upper band 14 is provided with a similar set of 
back-up rollers 80 which serve, the same functions as 
the lower rollers 72. These rollers are also constructed 
with circumferential ridges 82 and are. Supported in end 
bearings 84 mounted in frame members 86. 
In order to cool the lower band 16. a series of nozzles 

are arranged to cause a continuous film of rapidly mov 
ing water to cover the under surface of the band 16 
opposite the casting region. This water preferably flows 
lengthwise of the band 16 as this direction of flow has 
been found to provide more effective cooling. These 
nozzles are formed by a series of conduits 88 extending 
across the underside of the band between the rollers 72 
and which are provided with a series of orifices. 90 (Fig 
ures 3 and 5). These orifices are arranged to eject the 
water at a slight angle with respect to the band 6 and 
in the same direction as the movement of the band. 
By this means a rapidly-moving film of water with max 
imum cooling effectiveness is maintained throughout the 
area to be cooled. 

Each of the conduits 88 is closed at one end and is 
connected at the other end to a flexible hose 92 which 
delivers water under pressure from a manifold 94. 
The tipper band 14 is cooled in a similar manner by 

nozzles formed by spaced conduits 96 which extend 
across the upper surface of the band 4 and are provided 
with orifices 98. These orifices also direct the water at 
a slight angie onto the surface of the band and provide 
maximum uniformity of cooling over the entire area. 
These conduits are connected by a series of hoses 500 to 
the manifold 94. 
As many nozzles may be provided as are needed to 

provide the necessary cooling. However, it is important 
to avoid the accumulation of an excessive volume of water 
on the band which, because of its inertia, would decrease 
the velocity of the water so that maximum cooling would 
not be attained. In order to prevent such accumulation 
of water, a number of scoops or scrapers 102 (Figures 2 
and 5) are provided which extend laterally across the 
upper surface of the band 14 and remove excessive water. 
Each of these scoops is provided with a blade portion 14 
(Figure 2) the end of which is positioned near the upper 
surface of the band 14, for example with a clearance of 
As of an inch, and is curved in a direction opposite to 
the flow of water so that water which impinges on the 
lower end 94 of the scoop 102 is thrown upwardly 
along this surface and into a gutter 106. A series of 
angularly-positioned baffles 508 (Figure 5) is positioned 
along one wall of each gutter 106 to provide a helical 
motion to the water so that it is delivered rapidly along 
the gutter toward the open end. One end of this gutter 
is closed and the opposite end is open, and the water 
which is delivered by these gutters, as well as that which 
drains from the Surfaces of the bands 14 and E6, drains 
into a tank 50 (Figure 4) positioned beneath the cast 
ing mill. 

in order to prevent the accumulation of an excessive 
amount of water on the lower band 16, a curved scoop 
AS (Figures 2 and 5) is secured along the length of 

each of the conduits S3 and extends upwardly almost 
to the band is, curving in a direction opposite to the 
flow of water. These scoops remove the excess water 
from the lower band and insure maximum water velocity 
effectiveness of cooling. 
A centrifugal pump 12, operated by a motor 44 re 

circulates water from the tank 110 through a pipe 16 
into the aanifold 94. The pipe 116 enters the manifold 
94 at the end nearest the input portion of the mill so 
that the water provided to the nozzles immediately ad 
jacent the area where the molten metal enters the cast 
ing region is under higher pressure than the water fed 
to the orificies in more remote parts of the casting region. 
Thus, maximum cooling is provided in those areas where 
the metal is the hottest and the most rapid cooling is 
needed. It will be apparent that other means for pro 
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6 
viding this desired differential pressure can be used, for 
example by the use of multiple pumps or by use of dif 
ferent size conduits, or in other Ways. 
The endless band 16 passes over a large drive pulley 

18, which is carried by end bearings 120, and an idler 
pulley 122 positioned at the opposite end of the casting 
region, supported by end bearings 24. The upper por 
tion of the band 16 between the rollers i8 and 122 is 
substantially planar throughout this region but slopes 
somewhat downwardly in the direction of metal flow. 
For example, the surface of this belt may form a slight 
angle of approximately 5 to 10 degrees from the horizon 
tal, as best illustrated in Figure 2. 
The upper endless band 14 passes over a large drive 

pulley 126, supported by end bearings 28, and at the 
opposite end of the mill passes over an idler pulley 38, 
which is supported by end bearings 32. 

In order to provide clearance at the entrance to the 
casting region so that the operator of the machine can 
observe the flow of metal from the bath B into the cast 
ing region between the bands 4 and 16, the pulley 26 
is positioned substantially higher than the pulley 30 
and a smaller roller 34 is positioned at the entrance to 
the casting region so that the portion of the band A4 in 
the casting region between the pulley 130 and the rollier 
E34 is maintained parallel with the juxtaposed surface of 
the band 16. However, between the roller 134 and the 
drive pulley 25 the band 4 diverges from the band A6, 
for example by an angle of 20 degrees. Thus, the flow 
of metal from the bath B into the casting region can be 
observed readily by the operator and the operation of 
the mill easily controlled. 
The roller i34 is supported by end bearings 36 and 

preferably is grooved or provided with ridges similar to 
the ridges 78 and 82, described in connection with the 
back-up rollers 72 and 89, to prevent dry spots and local 
heating of the band E4. The roller 34 and the metal 
band 14 immediately adjacent this roller are cooled by 
a nozzle assembly 38 (seen best in Figure 2) which is 
provided with a series of orifices 40 that direct water 
across the width of the band 4 adjacent the roller 34. 
The nozzle assembly may for example be constructed 
with each of its orifices corresponding in position to one 
of the peripheral grooves in roller 134. Alternatively, 
the roller 334 can be replaced by a stationary curved shoe 
formed of metal or temperature-resistant plastic and also 
provided with ridges or grooves to permit adequate lu 
brication and cooling. 

In practical operation the size of the bath B and the 
length of the casting region will depend upon the rate 
at which metal strip is to be produced. The bath, how 
ever, must not be so large that excessive cooling takes 
place in the bath before the metal enters the casting 
region between the bands 4 and ió. Such cooling 
Would result in squeezing solidified or semi-solidified met 
all as it enters the parallel casting region resulting in seg 
regation or imperfect surface conditions in the cast metal. 
The longer the mill, the faster the metal can be fed into 
it and the greater the size of bath that can be used. How 
ever, the casting region must be long enough to permit 
cooling and solidification of the metal sufficient to permit 
it to be transferred to suitable conveyors or other trans 
porting apparatus. Accordingly, the mill should be con 
Structed with a casting region at least four times, as long 
as the length of the molten bath feeding into the casting 
region. That is, the length of the molten bath B meas 
ured from the entrance of the casting region at roller 
$34 along the band 6 should not be greater than one 
fourth the distance which the metal travels between the 
parallel casting surfaces of the bands A4 and 16. 

In order to provide tensioning and levelling of the 
band 14, a roller 142 (Figures 2 and 6) is arranged to 
engage the under surface of the upper portion of the 
band 14. This roller 142 is supported at each end in 
Spherical bearings 144 between two arms 146 and 148, 
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These arms are secured respectively to sleeve members 
150 and 52 which are rotatably supported by a hori 
zontal shaft 154 mounted in the frame members of the 
mill. An arm 156 is secured to the sleeve 150 and is 
pivotally connected to a piston rod 158 of a pneumatic 
ram cylinder 160. In a similar manner, the sleeve 152 
is secured to an arm 162 that is pivotally connected to 
the piston rod 164 of a pneumatic ram cylinder 66. 
Both of these cylinders are pivotally supported on a sta 
tionary cross member 167. With this arrangement equal 
pressures can be applied to the inlet openings i38 and 
170 respectively of the pneumatic rams 169 and 66, 
which will apply tension to the band 14. In order to ad 
just the amount of this tension a suitable source of air 
pressure (not shown) may be connected through a coll 
ventional valve arrangement to these cylinders. A suit 
able arrangement is indicated diagrammatically in Figure 
6 in which air pressure is supplied through a pipe 72 
and through a pressure-reducing or regulating valve 74 
and a pipe 476 to the cylinder 166. The pressure inlet 
pipe 72 is connected also through a pressure-reducing 
or regulator valve 78 to a pipe 80 connected to the 
cylinder 60. Thus, the valves 174 and 178 can be ad 
justed to apply equal pressures to the cylinders 160 and 
166 so that even tension will be applied to both sides of 
the band 14. 

In order to guide the band 14 automatically so that 
it will stay in alignment with the various rollers through 
long periods of operation, differential pressure is applied 
to the two cylinders 160 and 166 so that one end of the 
roller 142 is moved pivotally with respect to the other 
end of the roller by the amount necessary to guide the 
band 14 along the proper path. To accomplish this, the 
pipes 180 and 76 are connected respectively to inlet 
ports 82 and 184 of a pressure-regulating valve 86. 
The valve 86 consists of a cylindrical member 388 and a 
valve stem 90 that is slidable longitudinally through a 
central bore in the member 188. A slot and key 192 are 
provided to prevent rotation of the stem 698. When the 
stem 90 is positioned centrally, as shown in Figure 6, 
both of the inlet ports 182 and 184 are closed off. The 
stem i90, however, is provided with a recess 294 tapered 
at each end and having a total length slightly less than the 
distance between the inlet ports 182 and 84. This 
recess 194 communicates with an exhaust port 96 so 
that if the valve stem 90 is moved toward the right, as 
viewed in Figure 6, inlet port 584 is opened to the ex 
haust port i96 by an amount depending upon the dis 
placement of the valve stem 90. If the valve stem is 
displaced in the opposite direction, inlet port 182 is grad 
ually opened to the exhaust port 196. The position of the 
valve stem i90 is controlled by a hardened steel roller 
198 mounted in a cage 200 which is fastened to the end 
of the valve stem 190 and is held in engagement with 
one edge of the band 4 by a compression spring 202 
positioned between the member 186 and the cage 200. In 
operation, if the band 14 starts to move toward the right, 
as viewed in Figure 6, the inlet port 184 is connected 
with the exhaust port 96, thus reducing the pressure on 
the cylinder 166 and permitting the arm 48 to move 
slightly in a clockwise direction. This movement of the 
arm 148 has two effects. First, it moves the axis of the 
roller 142 so that it is no longer exactly perpendicular 
to the path of the band 14, and therefore urges the band 
to move toward the left, as viewed in Figure 6. In addi 
tion, movement of the arm. 248 in this direction reduces 
the tension slightly on the adjacent edge of the band 4, 
and this also encourages the corrective movement of the 
band. 
The roller 142 is provided with an outer coyering 294 

of rubber which provides increased traction between the 
roller 42 and the band 14 and at the same time permits 
the use of a small diameter tensioning roller without 
causing the band 4 to bend sharply. That is, the re 
silience of the rubber coating 204 permits the band 14 
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3 
to bend around a relatively large radius of curvature. 
Thus, it is seen that there is provided a simple and effec 
tive mechanism which controls the tensioning of the 
band 14 effectively and at the same time levels and 
regulates the movement of the band even though the 
band is not entirely uniform because of unequal camber 
or non-uniform heating. 
A similar mechanism, generally indicated at 206 in 

Figure 2, is provided for tensioning and levelling the 
lower band 16 and accordingly need not be described in 
detail. 

Because the thin metal bands may be damaged by 
handling or warping in manufacture or by overheating 
or non-uniform heating of the bands, there is provided 
a mechanism generally indicated at 208 in Figure 2 for 
Smoothing and levelling the bands. Two horizontally 
spaced rollers 210 and 212 are rotatably mounted in the 
frame of the machine and extend the full width of the 
band 4 immediately beneath the normal path of the 
band 14. Another roller 24 is rotatably supported by 
a pair of arms 216 and 218 (see also Figure 1) pivotally 
mounted on the frame of the mill at 228. The arm. 216 
extends beyond the roller 24 to form an operating handle 
216a. The roller 214 normally is positioned as shown in 
full lines in Figure 2. When it is desired to level the 
band 14 the handle 26a is moved to the position shown 
in broken lines so that the band 4 will follow the path 
indicated in broken lines, alternately bending in first 
one direction and then the other, so that the belt is 
stretched and levelled. 

In order to iron out any small dents or "pimples,' 
which might for example be caused in the band 4 by 
particles of dirt between the rollers and the band, the 
roller 214 is arranged to press against only the roller 
212 and with sufficient force to iron out such simall dents 
or "pimples,” whereas if the roller 254 were arranged 
to apply equal pressures to the rollers 250 and 212 it 
would be more difficult to obtain the pressure necessary 
to iron out these small imperfections. It is to be noted 
that the levelling and smoothing operation is carried on 
while the band is in the mill making use of the same 
driving and tensioning mechanisms as when metal is 
being cast. 

In order to permit easy removal and replacement of 
the bands 14 and 16 and also to permit maximum access 
to other parts of the mill, a cantilever construction is 
used. As shown in Figures 1 and 4 this cantilever con 
struction projects the upper and lower band assemblies 
U and L over near to the front side of the tank 50 for 
added accessibility. The lower band assembly L which 
Supports and operates the lower band 6 is mounted on 
two generally rectangular frames 221 (Figures 1 and 3) 
positioned at opposite ends of the pulleys 18 and 22. 
and which includes the frame members 76 carrying the 
back-up rolls 72 and the water conduits 88. These frame 
members are Supported on two I beams 222 and 224 
which extend transversely beneath the frame members 76 
and to the rear of the lower band assembly where they 
are secured to cross beams 226 and 228 (Figure 4). 
These cross beams are supported by a frame work in 
cluding vertical frame members 230 and 232. 
The upper band assembly U which supports the up 

per band 4 is arranged to be raised and lowered readily 
with respect to the lower band assembly L. The pulleys 
126 and 130 and other parts associated with the opera 
tion of the band 14, are mounted on two generally 
rectangular frame structures, indicated at 236 (Figures 
1 and 3), and which are joined by lateral cross mem 
bers sufficient to form a rigid structure. Two of these 
lateral cross members 238 and 240 (Figure 2) are con 
nected respectively to lever arms 242 and 2.44 (Figure 4) 
which raise and lower the upper portion of the machine. 
The manner in which these ever arms are connected 

to the cross members is illustrated in Figure 3 in con 
nection with the arm 244. The other arm 242 is con 
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hected and operates in substantially the same manner, 
and so need not be described in detail. The arm 244 
is pivotally supported at 2-i6 in a bracket 248 that is 
secured to the underside of an I-beam 250 extending be 
itween the upright frame members 230 (see also Figure 
4). One end of the arm 244 is connected by a short 
link 252 to the center of the cross member 240 of the 
upper band assembly. The link 252 is pivotally connected 
at each end so that the upper band assembly will move 
vertically rather than in an arcuate path as the lever 244 
is raised and lowered. in order to guide the vertical 
movement, a pair of guide rods 254 and 256 are rigidly 
supported by the cross members 226 and 259 and extend 
perpendicularly to the longitudinal axis of the casting 
region so that the juxtaposed surfaces of the two bands 
maintain their parallel relationship as the two halves of 
the mill are separated. A pair of guide members 258 and 
260 (Figure 3) are welded or otherwise secured to the 
upper and lower portions of the frame of the upper band 
assembly and are provided with approximately vertical 
bores which fit around the guide rod 256. Similar guide 
-members are secured to the frame of the upper band as 
sembly and slide along the guide rod 254. 

In order to raise and lower the upper band assembly, a 
hydraulic ram cylinder 262 (Figure 4) is secured to the 
frame member 228 and its piston, rod 264 is connected by 
a cross member 266 to the ends of lever arms .242 and 
244. Any suitable means may be provided for Supplying 
hydraulic or pneumatic pressure to the cylinder 262, and 
since such mechanisms are well-known need not be de 
scribed here. 

In operation, the position of the upper band, assembly 
with respect to the lower band assembly is controlled by 
means of spacers such as are shown at 268 and 270 in 
Figure 3. Preferably, hydraulic pressure is maintained 
on the upper surface of the piston of the cylinder 262 dur 
ing operation of the mill. This counter-balancing force 
is insufficient to raise the upper portion of the mill from 
the spacers 268 and 270, but it does reduce the load 
on the spacers to such an extent that the upper portion 
of the mill tends to “float,' so that in the event the 
mill should jam or any other difficulty occur, the upper 
portion of the mill will be lifted and thus prevent damage 
to the bands or other parts of the mill. 

In order to drive the bands 14 and 16, an electric 
motor 272 (Figure 1), preferably provided with a vari 
able speed control mechanism, not shown, is connected 
by a drive chain 274 to sprockets arranged to turn the 
drive pulleys 118 and 126. The chain 274 extends over 
a sprocket 276 (Figures 1 and 2) positioned above 
the upper band assembly U and arranged so that the 
upper band assembly can be raised and lowered without 
disengaging the drive mechanism. 
The mill described above is particularly adapted for 

casting aluminum and aluminum alloy strips, but the 
principles set forth are equally applicable to the casting 
of other metals. The mill provides maximum flexibility 
in operation making it especially attractive for short run 
operations. The width of strip being cast can be changed 
very quickly merely by readjusting the separation of the 
fixed and moving dams, by relocating the locking nuts 
62 along the rod '64. The thickness of the strip being 
cast can be changed quickly by replacement of the 
spacers 268 and 270 and replacing the moving dams 
37 and 38 with dams corresponding in thickness to the 
new separation between the bands 4 and 6. 
From the foregoing it will be seen that I have pro 

vided an efficient and economical casting mill well adapt 
ed to attain the ends and objects set forth in this descrip 
tion, and which may be readily modified in a variety of 
ways so as to best adapt it to the conditions of the par 
ticular casting operation. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for casting metal Strip directly from 

molten metal comprising upper and lower band as 
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ssemblies each including a frame with spaced pulleys 
carried by said frame and an endless flexible band ex 
tending thereover, means supporting said lower band 
assembly in fixed position, a pivotally supported lever 
extending from a position beyond one side of Said upper 
band assembly into the interior of the upper band as 
sembly and being pivotally connected to the frame of 
the upper band assembly by a pivot connection posi 
tioned within the interior of the band of the upper as 
sembly for supporting it above said lower band as 
sembly, the lower portion of said upper band and the 
upper portion of said lower band extending along spaced 
substantially parallel paths, and means for moving said 
:lever to raise said upper band assembly away from said 
lower band assembly. 

2. Apparatus for casting metal strip directly from 
molten metal comprising upper and lower band as 
semblies each including a frame with spaced pulleys and 
an endless flexible band extending thereover, first canti 
lever means secured to the frame of the lower band 
assembly and extending from one side of Said lower 
band assembly and supporting said lower band assembly 
in fixed position from said one side, with the opposite 
side of said lower band assembly being accessible for 
:removing the lower band therefrom, and pivotally 
mounted second cantilever means connected to said 
upper band assembly and extending from the side of the 
upper band assembly corresponding with the side of the 
lower band assembly from which the first cantilever 
means extends and supporting it above said lower band 
assembly with the opposite side of Said upper band as 
sembly being accessible for removing the upper band 
therefrom, the lower portion of said upper band and 
the upper portion of said lower band extending along 
spaced substantially parallel paths forming a casting 
space therebetween, said pivotally-mounted second 
cantilever means being arranged to lift Said upper band 
assembly away from said lower band assembly. 

3. Apparatus for casting strips of metal directly from 
molten comprising a first lower metal band, first, means 
supporting said lower band for longitudinal movement 
along a first predetermined path a portion of which is 
substantially rectilinear, a second upper band, and sec 
ond means supporting said upper band for longitudinal 
movement, along a second predetermined path a portion 
of which is substantially rectilinear and positioned im 
mediately above and spaced from said rectilinear por 
tion of said first path, the space between said bands as 
they move along said rectilinear portions of their paths 
forming a casting region for constraining molten metal 
therein, said first path extending at one end beyond said 
rectilinear portion of said second path and forming a 
bath region on the lower band for supporting molten 
metal prior to its entry into the casting region, said sec 
ond means including curved guide means engaging said 
upper band near said bath region, and said upper band 
curving under said guide means prior to its entry into 
said rectangular portion of the second path, said guide 
means defining grooves therein adjacent to the inner Sur 
face of the upper band as it curves under said guide 
means, and a nozzle assembly including outlets corre 
sponding with said grooves for directing, liquid coolant 
into Said grooves for cooling the upper band as it curves 
under said guide means. 

4. Apparatus for casting from molten metal compris 
ing a casting region including first and second moving 
flexible bands and means supporting said bands for move 
ment in the same direction along spaced parallel paths 
forming the opposed parallel Surfaces of said casting re 
gion, means for feeding molten metal into said casting 
region, a source of liquid coolant, means applying said 
coolant, to the surface of one of said metal bands oppo 
site the surface defining said casting region, said cool 
ant being applied to said band at a series of spaced 
positions and being propelled in a direction parallel with 
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the direction of movement of said band, and a series of 
scoops extending laterally across said surface of said 
band near said casting region and located between the 
spaced positions at which the coolant is applied, said 
scoops being spaced slightly from the surface of the 
band to allow a reduced amount of coolant to pass be 
tween the scoop and the surface of said band, said Scoops 
being arranged to remove the excess of coolant there 
from. 

5. Apparatus for casting metal strip from molten 
metal comprising a casting region including upper and 
lower moving bands and means supporting said bands 
for movement in the same direction along Spaced par 
allel paths forming the upper and lower surfaces of said 
casting region, means for feeding molten metal into said 
casting region, a source of liquid coolant, means apply 
ing said coolant to the surfaces of Said bands opposite to 
the Surfaces defining said casting region, said coolant 
being applied to said bands with a principal component 
of flow in a direction parallel with the direction of move 
ment of said bands, and a plurality of scoops for remov 
ing excess coolant from said upper band, each scoop 
comprising a cross member having a lower edge spaced 
slightly from the surface of said upper band for allow 
ing coolant to pass between the edge of the scoop and 
the Surface of the upper band and having a scoop Surface 
extending away from the edge for diverting the coolant 
engaged by the scoop. 

6. Apparatus as claimed in claim 5 including a plu 
rality of gutters each having a longitudinal entrance 
communicating with the scoop surface of one of said 
Scoops and arranged to receive coolant intercepted by 
its associated scoop and to carry said coolant away from 
said upper band. 

7. In the art of casting metal strip directly from molten 
metal wherein the molten metal is fed into a casting 
region formed by the inner surfaces of two spaced, paral 
lel bands moving in the same direction and at the same 
speed, the method of cooling said bands comprising the 
steps of ejecting liquid coolant over the outer surfaces 
of said bands at a plurality of spaced positions forming 
a substantially continuous moving film of liquid coolant 
thereover, and removing from said bands at a plurality 
of intervening spaced positions all of the coolant in said 
film in excess of a predetermined thickness, whereby to 
provide a substantially continuous film of moving liquid 
coolant over the outer surfaces of said bands. 

8. In the art of casting metal strip directly from 
molten metal wherein the molten metal is fed into a 
casting region formed by the inner surfaces of two spaced 
bands moving in the same direction and at the same 
Speed, the method of cooling said bands comprising the 
steps of ejecting a liquid coolant along the outer surfaces 
of said bands in a direction generally parallel with the 
direction of movement thereof to form a substantially 
continuous moving film of coolaint thereover, diverting 
from said surfaces at spaced points a portion of the 
coolant in said film whereby to limit said film to a pre 
determined thickness, and ejecting further liquid coolant 
along the outer surfaces of said bands in a direction gen 
erally parallel with the direction of band movement be 
yond said spaced points to continue said substantially 
continuous moving film beyond said spaced points. 

9. Apparatus for casting from molten metal compris 
ing upper and lower moving flexible bands defining a 
casting region between said bands, a plurality of spaced 
rollers extending across the outer surfaces of said bands 
opposite to the surfaces defining the casting region, said 
rollers being adjacent to said casting region and support 
ing said bands for movement along spaced parallel paths 
forming the upper and lower surfaces of said casting 
region, each of said rollers having a plurality of spaced 
narrow peripheral ridges, said spaced narrow peripheral 
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means for feeding molten metal into said casting region, 
a source of liquid coolant, and means applying said cool 
ant to the outer surfaces of said flexible bands opposite 
to the surfaces defining said casting region, said coolant 
being applied to the outer surfaces of said bands at a 
slight angle with respect to the outer surfaces for creating 
a film of rapidly moving coolant travelling along the 
outer surfaces of the bands in a direction parallel with 
the direction of movement of said bands, said film of 
rapidly moving coolant travelling along the outer Sur 
faces of said bands between said spaced narrow ridges 
for providing uniform cooling of the bands adjacent to 
the casting region. 

10. Apparatus for casting metal strip from molten 
metal comprising first and second flexible bands, means 
supporting said bands for longitudinal movement along 
spaced predetermined paths portions of which are sub 
stantially parallel with each other, first and second flexi 
ble moving dams, means supporting said moving dams 
for movement along laterally spaced paths between said 
metal bands in the area where said bands are moving 
along parallel paths, a pair of fixed dams positioned 
respectively on top of said first and second moving dams 
adjacent the area where said bands are moving along 
parallel paths, said fixed dams each having means for 
guiding its associated moving dam, and releasable means 
for adjusting the lateral positions of said fixed dams and 
their respective associated moving dams. 

11. Apparatus for casting metal strip from molten 
metal comprising first and second flexible bands, means 
Supporting said bands for longitudinal movement along 
spaced predetermined paths portions of which are sub 
stantially parallel with each other, first and second flexi 
ble moving dams, means supporting said moving dams 
for movement along laterally spaced paths between said 
metal bands in the area where said bands are moving 
along parallel paths, a pair of fixed dams positioned re 
spectively on top of said first and second moving dams 
adjacent the area where said bands are moving along 
parallel paths, said fixed dams each having a tapered 
end portion in close proximity on its lower surface with 
one of said moving dams and on its upper surface with 
said second band where it enters the region of parallel 
movement with said first band. 

12. Apparatus for casting metal from molten metal 
comprising upper and lower flexible bands, means sup 
porting said bands for longitudinal movement along 
spaced predetermined paths portions of which are sub 
stantially parallel with each other, means for feeding 
molten metal onto the surface of said lower band, and 
means for holding said metal on said lower band includ 
ing first and second flexible moving dams, means Sup 
porting said moving dams for movement along laterally 
spaced paths between said metal bands in the area where 
said bands are moving along parallel paths, and a pair 
of fixed dams respectively engaging said first and second 
moving dams adjacent the area where said bands are 
moving along parallel paths, at least a portion of the 
facing surfaces of said moving dams being in contact 
with said molten metal outside the area where said bands 
are moving along parallel paths, said fixed dams each 
having a tapered end portion in close proximity on its 
lower surface with one of said moving dams and on its 
upper surface with said upper band where it enters the 
region of parallel movement with said lower band. 

13. A mill for casting metal comprising upper and 
lower band assemblies including respectively first and 
second endless metal bands, means supporting said first 
band for movement along a substantially rectilinear path, 
first and second pulleys supporting said second band for 
movement along a path substantially parallel with and 
spaced from the path of said first band, means for apply 
ing tension to at least one of said bands including a 
roller of smaller diameter than said pulleys and having 
an outer surface portion of resilient material, and means 
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for forcing said roller into engagement with the inner 
surface of said one band, means for feeding molten metal 
into the space between said bands, and means for cool 
ing said bands. 

14. Apparatus for casting metal strip directly from 
molten metal comprising upper and lower endless flexible 
bands, means supporting said bands for movement in the 
same direction and speed along vertically spaced parallel 
paths defining a casting region, means supplying molten 
metal to said casting region, a plurality of orifices dis 
tributed along the surfaces of said bands opposite said 
casting region, and means supplying liquid coolant under 
pressure to said orifices including means for ejecting said 
liquid along the surface of the belt at an effectively higher 
velocity from orifices nearest the point where said molten 
metal is introduced to said casting region. 

15. Apparatus for casting strips of metal directly from 
molten metal comprising upper and lower endless flexible 
bands, means supporting said bands for movement along 
first and second spaced parallel paths, guide means hav 
ing a curved surface positioned at the end of the first of 
said parallel paths and arranged to change the direction of 
said upper band from a third path forming a substantial 
angle with said parallel paths into said first parallel path, 
said curved surface of the guide means having passages on 
the external surface providing passages extending along 
the inner surface of the upper band where it engages said 
curved surface, a source of liquid coolant under pressure, 
and coolant discharge means connected to said source 
and discharging the coolant for flowing the coolant along 
the inner surface of the upper band and flowing through 
said passages along the inner surface of the upper band. 

16. A mill for casting from molten metal comprising 
upper and lower spaced bands defining a casting region 
therebetween, means supporting said bands for movement 
longitudinally along the boundaries of said casting region, 
and means for feeding molten metal onto said lower 
band adjacent the entrance to said casting region in 
cluding a distributor having outwardly diverging sides 
and a downwardly sloping bottom Surface, and spreader 
means pivotally supported and having a forwardly ex 
tending flapper having a substantially rectilinear bottom 
edge arranged for vertical movement above said bottom 
surface and positioned between said sides. 

17. Apparatus for continuously casting metal strip 
directly from molten metal comprising a pair of flexible 
endless flexible bands, roller means supporting said bands 
for movement along spaced parallel paths forming a 
metal casting region therebetween, and a pair of flexible 
endless moving dams passing along spaced parallel paths 
between said bands in said casting region, thereby defin 
ing opposite edges of the casting region, each of said 
moving dams including an endless flexible flat strip hav 
ing its plane parallel with said bands when passing be 
tween said bands in the casting region, and numerous 
blocks strung on said flexible flat strip and positioned 
side-by-side therealong. 

18. In the art of continuously casting metal strip 
directly from molten metal wherein the molten metal is 
fed into a casting region formed by the inner Surfaces 
of two spaced, parallel bands moving in the same direc 
tion and at substantially the same speed, the method of 
cooling said bands comprising the steps of propelling 
liquid coolant over portions of the outer surfaces of said 
bands in substantially continuous rapidly moving films of 
coolant having surfaces free of confinement, scooping 
predetermined amounts of the coolant from said films 
after traveling over said portions of the outer Surfaces 
of said bands, and propelling additional liquid coolant 
over adjacent portions of the outer surfaces of said bands 
to maintain said substantially continuous rapidly moving 
films of coolant travelling over the outer surfaces of said 
bands. 

19. Apparatus for casting metal strips directly from 
molten metal comprising upper and lower flexible bands, 
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means supporting said bands for longitudinal movement 
along spaced predetermined paths portions of which are 
substantially parallel with each other, said parallel por 
tions forming a casting region, said lower band being 
adapted to support a molten metal bath thereon in a 
region adjacent to the entrance to said casting region, 
first and second flexible moving dams moving between 
said flexible bands along laterally spaced paths in said 
casting region, and first and second stationary dams asso 
ciated respectively with said moving dams and laterally 
spaced at opposite sides of said molten bath region, said 
stationary dams extending upward to provide a barrier 
of greater depth than the thickness of the moving dams 
and engaging the surface of the upper band, each of said 
moving dams moving along adjacent to its associated 
stationary dam. 

20. Apparatus for casting metal strips directly from 
molten metal comprising upper and lower flexible bands, 
means supporting said bands for longitudinal movement 
along spaced predetermined paths portions of which are 
substantially parallel with each other, said parallel por 
tions forming a casting region, said lower band being 
adapted to support a molten metal bath thereon in a 
region adjacent to the entrance to said casting region, 
first and second flexible moving dams moving between 
said flexible bands along laterally spaced paths in said 
casting region, and first and second stationary dams asso 
ciated respectively with said moving dams and laterally 
spaced at opposite sides of said molten bath region, each 
of said moving dams moving along adjacent to its asso 
ciated stationary dam and being at least partially exposed 
to the molten metal in the bath, said moving and sta 
tionary dams effectively providing a barrier of greater 
depth than the spacing between said parallel portions of 
the bands in the casting region, each of said moving dams 
being beneath its associated stationary dam, and Sub 
stantially all of the inner surfaces of said moving dams 
being exposed to the molten metal in the bath region. 

21. Apparatus for continuously casting metal strip 
directly from molten metal and enabling changes in the 
thickness of the strip being cast without disengaging the 
drive mechanism, comprising a pair of flexible endless 
bands, means for supporting and driving said bands for 
movement along spaced parallel paths forming a metal 
casting region therebetween including a pair of main 
band-driving rollers, means for moving at least one of 
said bands and its band-driving roller apart from the other 
band, a pair of drive sprockets for driving said band 
driving rollers, a closed chain engaging each of said 
sprockets, and a drive motor for revolving said chain, 
said chain including an extra length maintaining engage 
ment with the sprocket of the movable band-driving 
roller, thereby to continue the drive when said bands 
are moved apart. 

22. Apparatus for continuously casting metal strip di 
rectly from molten metal including a pair of endless 
flexible bands having portions moving in the same direc 
tion along spaced parallel paths defining a casting region 
therebetween, means for feeding molten metal into said 
casing region, and having liquid cooling apparatus includ 
ing a plurality of conduits extending across each of said 
bands at positions spaced along the length of said cast 
ing region, liquid coolant supplying mechanism for feed 
ing coolant into each of said conduits under pressure, a 
plurality of liquid-ejecting orifices, at least one orifice 
communicating with each of said conduits, the orifices 
associated with each band directing the coolant over the 
surface of the associated band in the same direction, a 
plurality of coolant scoops extending across each of said 
bands at positions spaced along the length of said cast 
ing region, each of said scoops being positioned between 
a pair of Successive orifices and having an edge spaced 
from the surface of the band by a small predetermined 
spacing of the order of one-sixteenth of an inch, each 
of said scoops being positioned closely adjacent to the 
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succeeding orifice in the direction of coolant flow and 
removing the excess coolant from the surface of said 
band ahead of the succeeding orifice leaving a film of 
predetermined thickness equal to said scoop spacing. 

23. Apparatus for casting metal strip directly from 
molten metal comprising a pair of flexible endless bands, 
means supporting and driving said bands with portions 
thereof passing in the same direction along spaced paral 
lel paths defining a casting region between said portions 
of the bands, means for feeding molten metal into said 
casting region, and improved liquid-coolant applying ap 
paratus for applying liquid coolant to the surface of at 
least one of said bands opposite to the surface defining 
said casting region, comprising a plurality of liquid-con 
ducting conduits extending across said band at positions 
spaced along said band near said casting region, liquid 
coolant supply mechanism for Supplying coolant under 
pressure to each of said conduits, a plurality of orifices, 
at least one of said orifices communicating with each of 
said conduits, said orifices providing a substantially con 
tinuous film of moving coolant travelling over said sur 
face of said band, and a plurality of coolant-removing 
scoops each having an edge spaced a small distance from 
said surface of said band and removing coolant from 
said surface in excess of that passing between the edge 
and said surface, each scoop being integrally attached 
to one of said conduits and being positioned just ahead 
of the associated orifice in respect to the direction of 
coolant travel over said surface. 

24. A mill for casting from molten metal comprising 
upper and lower spaced bands defining a casting region 
therebetween, means supporting said bands for move 
ment longitudinally along the boundaries of said cast 
ing region, and means for feeding molten metal onto 
said lower band adjacent to the entrance to said casting 
region including a downwardly inclined distributor de 
fining an outwardly diverging molten metal flow path, 
the bottom surface of said distributor being grooved at 
an angle to the metal flow path for slowing the rate of 
flow thereover and for distributing the molten metal 
laterally as it progresses down said flow path. 

25. Apparatus for continuously casting metal strip be 
tween spaced parallel portions of a pair of casting bands 
and for changing the spacing between said bands while 
maintaining them parallel, comprising a first band as 
sembly having a frame, bearings held by said frame, a 
plurality of spaced rollers carried by the bearings, and 
a first flexible band travelling around said assembly on 
said rollers, first cantilever means suspending said frame 
and projecting from one side of said first assembly with 
the opposite side of said first assembly being free for 
removal of the first band, a second band assembly near 
to said first asseinbly and having a second frame, second 
bearings held by said second frame, a plurality of rollers 
carried by the second bearings and a second flexible band 
travelling around said second assembly on the rollers 
thereof, second cantilever means supporting said second 
frame and projecting from one side thereof with the op 
posite side of said second assembly being free for re 
moval of the second band, the adjacent portions of said 
first and second bands running along spaced parallel 
paths forming a casting region between them, said first 
cantilever means being movable toward and away from 
the second cantilever means, a source of power con 
nected to said first cantilever means for changing the 
spacing between the adjacent portions of the bands, and 
means for maintaining the frames of said band assemblies 
aligned, thereby to maintain the adjacent portions of 
the bands parallel with each other regardless of changes 
in spacing between them. 

26. A mill for casting metal directly from a molten 
source comprising upper and lower band assemblies each 
including an endless flexible band and pulleys support 
ing said bands for continuous rotation, said lower assem 
bly having means guiding its band along a Substantially 
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rectilinear path including a plurality of spaced rollers 
each having a plurality of spaced ridges thereon engaging 
the reverse surface of the lower band, said upper assembly 
having means guiding its band along a substantially recti 
linear path parallel to and spaced from the rectilinear 
path of the lower band including a plurality of spaced 
rollers each having a plurality of spaced ridges thereon 
engaging the reverse surface of the upper band, the space 
between said bands forming a casting region for the 
shaping and solidification of molten metal, means for 
maintaining a pool of molten metal on the lower band 
adjacent to said casting region and means for cooling the 
reverse surfaces of both bands opposite areas engaged by 
the metal to be cast comprising a source of liquid coolant 
under pressure, coolant application means connected to 
said source and applying coolant to the reverse Surfaces 
of said bands at a slight angle to the reverse surfaces and 
with a principal component of flow parallel with the re 
verse surfaces for creating a film of coolant travelling 
along the reverse surface of each band between said 
spaced ridges, and a plurality of Scoops extending across 
the reverse surfaces and spaced a small distance from 
them to allow a reduced thickness of the film to pass be 
tween the respective scoops and the reverse surface. 

27. Apparatus for casting metal strip directly from 
molten metal comprising at least one flexible metal belt, a 
source of water under pressure, discharge means con 
nected to the source for applying water to one surface of 
the belt, means for feeding molten metal to the other 
surface of the belt, the surface of the belt next to the 
solidifying metal being roughened to form Small pockets 
for retaining gas therein for the purpose of lessening the 
heat transfer from the solidifying metal to the belt. 

28. Apparatus as claimed in claim 27 and wherein the 
surface of the belt next to the solidifying metal is rough 
ened by sand blasting. 

29. In apparatus of the type wherein molten metal is 
cast into metal strip by confining the molten metal by 
means of a moving flexible metal belt during solidification 
of the metal, means for guiding the flexible belt and for 
cooling the belt comprising curved guide means having a 
curved surface over which the belt is flexed as the belt 
moves, said curved guide means defining a plurality of 
grooves in said curved surface adjacent to the inner face 
of the belt as it travels against said curved Surface, a 
source of liquid coolant under pressure, and a nozzle 
assembly connected to said source, said nozzle assembly 
having a plurality of orifices each corresponding in posi 
tion to one of the grooves in the curved surface and direct 
ing coolant along the inner face of the belt. 

30. Apparatus for casting from molten metal compris 
ing an upper band assembly including a first endless flex 
ible band and means for driving said band along a first 
closed path at least a portion of which is substantially 
rectilinear, a lower band assembly including a second end 
less flexible band and means for driving said band along a 
second closed path at least a portion of which is Substan 
tially rectilinear and parallel with and spaced below said 
rectilinear portion of said first path, means for feeding 
melten metal into the space between said first and second 
bands, and means for cooling said bands opposite the 
space between said bands including a source of liquid 
coolant, a plurality of nozzle assemblies having orifices 
directed at a slight angle toward said bands and arranged 
to eject coolant thereon with a principal component of 
flow parallel to the surfaces of the bands so as to cause a 
film of coolant to flow over the surfaces of said bands, 
said nozzle assemblies comprising a plurality of conduits 
connected to said source and extending at Spaced intervals 
transversely across said bands and having said orifices 
communicating therewith distributed across said bands 
and arranged to eject coolant lengthwise along said bands 
parallel to the direction of band movement, said coolant 
forming a substantially continuous film of coolant moving 
over the surfaces of the bands. 
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31. In the art of casting relatively wide thin shapes of 
metal between a pair of moving flexible belts having por 
tions travelling in face-to-face relationship defining a 
casting region between said belts, the method of cooling 
both of said belts as they move along beside the casting 
region comprising the steps of applying liquid coolant to 
the outer surfaces of each of the belts adjacent to the 
casting region at a slight angle with respect to the outer 
surface of the belt having a principal component of flow 
parallel to the respective outer surfaces of the belts, the 
velocity and volume of the liquid coolant being sufficient 
for creating a substantially continuous unconfined film 
of rapidly moving coolant in contact with the respective 
outer surfaces, and travelling said film substantially con 
tinuously over the respective outer surfaces of the belts. 

32. In the art of casting relatively wide thin shapes 
of metal between a pair of moving flexible belts having 
portions travelling in face-to-face relationship defining 
a casting region between said belts, the method of cooling 
both of said belts as they move along beside the casting 
region comprising the steps of applying liquid coolant 
to the outer surfaces of each of the belts adjacent to the 
casting region in a direction parallel to the direction of 
belt movement and at a slight angle with respect to the 
outer surface of the belt having a principal component 
of flow parallel to the respective outer surfaces of the 
belts, the velocity and volume of the liquid coolant being 
sufficient for creating a Substantially continuous uncon 
fined film of rapidly moving coolant in contact with the 
respective outer surfaces, and travelling said film parallel 
to the direction of belt movement substantially contin 
uously over the respective outer surfaces of the belts. 

33. In casting apparatus of the type wherein molten 
metal is cast into metal strip by confining the molten 
metal during solidification between a pair of moving flexi 
ble belts having portions travelling in spaced face-to-face 
relationship defining a casting region between said belts, 
first guide means for guiding a portion of at least one 
of the flexible belts along beside the casting region, sec 
ond guide means for guiding said belt as the belt travels 
around a curve at one end of the casting region, and 
cooling apparatus for cooling said belt as the belt travels 
along beside the casting region and as the belt travels 
around said curve, said first guide means comprising a 
first plurality of spaced narrow ridges engaging the re 
verse surface of the belt opposite to the surface which 
is beside the casting region, said second guide means also 
comprising a second plurality of spaced narrow ridges 
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engaging the reverse surface of the belt as it travels 
around said curve, said cooling apparatus comprising a 
source of liquid coolant under pressure, a nozzle assem 
bly connected to said source and extending across the 
reverse Surface of the belt and applying an unconfined 
layer of liquid coolant flowing along the reverse surface 
of the belt and passing between said first plurality of 
spaced narrow ridges, said unconfined layer of coolant 
also passing between said second plurality of spaced 
narrow ridges and flowing along the reverse surface 
of the belt as the belt travels around said curve. 
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